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SIMPLE GO/NO-GO TEST FOR SUBCRITICAL DAMAGE IN BODY
ARMOR PANELS
Jason Fisher1 and D. E. Chimenti1
1

Center for NDE and Aerospace Engineering Department,
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ABSTRACT. The development of a simple test for subcritical damage in body armor panels using
pressure-sensitive dye-indicator film has been performed and demonstrated effective. Measurements
have shown that static indicator levels are accurately reproduced in dynamic loading events. Impacts
from hard blunt impactors instrumented with an accelerometer and embedded force transducer were
studied. Reliable correlations between the indicator film and instrumented impact force are shown for
a range of impact energies. Force and acceleration waveforms with corresponding indicator film
results are presented for impact events onto damaged and undamaged panels. We find that panel
damage can occur at impact levels far below the National Institute of Justice acceptance test standard.
Keywords: Body Armor Panel,Dye-sensitive Films, Instrumented Impact, Ceramic Armor
PACS: 81.70 Bt, 81.70 Cv

INTRODUCTION
In this paper we report the application of pressure sensitive indicator (PSI) film to
the quick, simple decision whether personal body armor panels (BAP) need detailed
nondestructive inspection. A simple method such as PSI film is preferred over electronic
sensors, which can easily malfunction and need external power to function. The PSI film
by contrast requires only a quick visual inspection to obtain results. Initial experiments
show a good correlation between the impact energy and PSI film indication. In our work
we use instrumented impactors to provide a wide range of impact energies in conjunction
with the PSI film. Our experiments have shown that the BAPs can break at energies well
below that of the National Institute of Justice (NIJ) standard drop test [1,2].
EXPERIMENTAL METHOD
Impact Drop Test
To permit repeatable impact drop tests to be conducted on BAP samples, a 10-ft
PVC pipe is mounted vertically along the lab wall and acts as a guide for one of the three
impactors designed for these experiments. The impactors have weights (masses) of 5.15 lb
(2.34 kg), 9.36 lb (4.25 kg), and 12.5 lb (5.68kg). Teflon spacers are attached to the
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FIGURE 1. Three steel impactors (left), and impactor showing Teflon guides and machined hole and slot to
accept force transducer (right).

outside of the impactors to reduce friction in the PVC pipe and to guide the mass straight
down the PVC pipe. A hole is machined in the impactor contact surface to allow for the
insertion of a force transducer, as shown in Fig 1. An accelerometer is additionally
attached to the top of the impactors.
A CPR manikin has been employed to replicate the compression effects of a human
torso [3]–[6]. To install the BAP on the CPR manikin a carrier vest is used. The manikin
is placed on its back under the drop tube, as illustrated in Fig 2. The BAP studied in this
work have all been rated NIJ threat level IV, stand alone. They are composed of a ceramic
plate adhered to a fiber-composite backing.
Pressure-sensitive Indicator Film
The PSI film is available from the manufacturer in several pressure ranges that
yield reliable measurements. Three pressure ranges are used in our drop tests: medium
(1400-7100 psi), high (7100-18500 psi), and super high (18500-43200 psi). The PSI film
functions as applied pressure beyond the specified value breaks microencapsulated dye
spheres and the contents are absorbed into the surrounding developer medium, resulting in
a high-contrast indication. Impacts that produce pressures below that of the range of a
particular level do not leave an indication on the film. Impacts that exceed that of the range

FIGURE 2. CPR manikin shown wears BAP carrier vest. Drop tube exit port visible at top of photo.
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FIGURE 3. PSI films using small impactor at 3 feet; Left to right: medium range, high range, super high
range.

of a particular film saturate the PSI film, and only a threshold pressure reading may be
obtained. Pressure readings within the range of a particular film level are obtained by
correlating the level of saturation on the PSI film to a calibration supplied by the
manufacturer. Figure 3 shows a series of sample indications.
The concept is to provide a quick, easily applied method to determine if a BAP
needs depot-level NDE. A positive PSI reading affords the chance to accomplish that
without moving parts, battery power, electronics, or hook-ups to additional instruments.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figures 4 and 6 show the force and acceleration waveforms for impacts from the
small impactor from heights of 12, 24, and 36 inch, on both undamaged and damaged
BAP, respectively. As expected, the force and acceleration waveforms track in their signal
shape and duration. The waveforms differ noticeably, however, from the undamaged to
the damaged BAP. The undamaged panels show a waveform that has a single peak in the
force or acceleration and occurs over a short interval of 1 to 1.2 ms. The waveforms from
the damaged BAP show two peaks in the force or acceleration curves, and they occur over
a much longer interval of 2 to 2.5 ms. The maximum force or acceleration for the damaged
panels is also less than that of the undamaged panels for impacts of the same mass and
velocity.
Figures 5 and 7 are the PSI films from the corresponding impacts in Figures 4 and
6. For both the undamaged and damaged BAP, a rise in the level of saturation in the
medium range film is observed for an increase in the energy of the impact. The high and
super-high films produce very little or no indication at the lowest impact energy and have a
higher level of saturation at the high impact energies.
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FIGURE 4. (a) Force waveform for small impactor dropped from 12-, 24, and 36-in onto undamaged BAPs.
(b) Corresponding acceleration waveforms.

FIGURE 5. PSI indications from impact events using the small impactor at 12, 24, and 36 inch (left to
right) onto undamaged BAPs. PSI films in top row are medium range; films in bottom row are high range.
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FIGURE 6. (a) Force waveform for small impactor dropped from 12-, 24, and 36-in onto damaged BAP;
(b) corresponding acceleration waveforms.

FIGURE 7. PSI indications corresponding to impact events of Fig. 6, using small impactor at 12, 24, and 36
inch (left to right) onto damaged BAP. PSI films in top row are medium range, and films in middle row are
high range, and those in the bottom row are super-high range.
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Figure 8 shows comparative X-ray images of one of the BAPs before being impacted
and after it had been broken during an impact from the large impactor dropped from 48
inch. There is a clear indication of cracking radiating from the point of the impact near the
center of the panel at the 12-cm mark.
The availability of both force and acceleration information, from which both the
velocity and displacement are derived, during the impact event permits the calculation of
time-dependent elastic properties. These are computed for some of the impacts. Figures 9
and 10 show the computed velocity, displacement, and time-dependent elastic parameter
for impacts on both an undamaged and damaged panel, respectively. The velocity and
displacement curves were found through direct numerical integration of the acceleration
waveform. Then, the force and displacement were used to infer an elastic parameter for
the impact event. In Figure 9 on an undamaged sample using the large impactor from a
drop height of 36 inch, the elastic parameter is shown in the lower right frame of the data.
After a rapid rise of 0.25 ms, we see a relatively constant elastic parameter for the
duration of the impact, about 0.5 ms, followed by a fall time of about 0.25 ms. The entire
event is over after about 1.25 ms.
An entirely different outcome is seen in the data of Figure 10, where a damaged
plate has been substituted for a undamaged one. Here, the impact event is much longer,
almost 2 ms, and the portion between the rise- and fall-time events is still 1.25 ms. Instead
of a nearly constant elastic parameter within the span of the impact, the force shows and
strong decrease, mirrored in the elastic parameter. This behavior seems to suggest that the
impactor first accelerates the ceramic plate from rest (the rapid rise in the elastic parameter
up to 1.25 ms in Fig 10). Then, the cracked ceramic begins to react by bending (apparent
softening out to 1.75 ms), followed by a further stiffening to 2.25 ms, at which point the
signal falls to zero over 0.5 ms. The subsequent stiffening may be explained by a locking
of the cracked ceramic and the canvas wrapping. The entire event is much longer with a
cracked ceramic than an undamaged one.

FIGURE 8. (a) BAP before impacts, (b) BAP after impact from large impactor dropped from 48 in.
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FIGURE 9. Computed velocity, displacement, and elastic parameter of impact from large impactor dropped
from 36 in. onto undamaged BAP.

FIGURE 10. Computed velocity, displacement, and elastic parameter of impact from small impactor dropped
from 36 in. onto damaged BAP.
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CONCLUSIONS
We have shown that PSD film works well as an indicator for revealing dynamic impact
events on BAPs. The film indications correspond well with data from the in situ force
transducer. The use of the film relies only on a quick visual inspection and eliminates the need
for battery power, electronics, and wiring, all serious sources of malfunction in the field. The
level of indication on a particular film correlates well with the energy of the impact. We have
also shown significant differences in the waveforms between undamaged and damaged BAPs
in both the shape and duration. It was also found that the BAPs can sustain subcritical damage
well below the energy level of the NIJ standard drop test.
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